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Appearance: Is the base color a creamy white, does it look
appetizing, does the inclusion (additive) compliment or take
away from it, is the inclusion evenly distributed

Appearance: Is the base color a creamy white, does it look
appetizing, does the inclusion (additive) compliment or take
away from it, is the inclusion evenly distributed

Texture: Good spread ability (not too lumpy or runny), not
too fluffy or over whipped, not too dry and crumbly, good
mouth feel (not too grainy or fatty)

Texture: Good spread ability (not too lumpy or runny), not
too fluffy or over whipped, not too dry and crumbly, good
mouth feel (not too grainy or fatty)

Taste: not rancid or “off tasting”, slightly sweet and
salty flavor (does not taste “flat” or too salty), does
the inclusion compliment the base product, not too
little or too much

Taste: not rancid or “off tasting”, slightly sweet and
salty flavor (does not taste “flat” or too salty), does
the inclusion compliment the base product, not too
little or too much

Aroma: has a “clean” smell, not off-putting, rancid or
moldy, additive is not overbearing

Aroma: has a “clean” smell, not off-putting, rancid or
moldy, additive is not overbearing
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Needs Improvement

Junior 33202 or Senior 33302
Foods: Soft Cheese SpreadGood

Junior 33202 or Senior 33302
Foods: Soft Cheese Spread-

Excellent

HEREFORD JUNIOR FARM FAIR Score Sheets

Needs Improvement

HEREFORD JUNIOR FARM FAIR Score Sheets

Good

Exhibitor:
Please fill in Class Name, Class Number, your Exhibitor number,
Circle junior or senior age group. Securely attach to exhibit in a
manner that judges may write on.

Excellent

Exhibitor:
Please fill in Class Name, Class Number, your Exhibitor number,
Circle junior or senior age group. Securely attach to exhibit in a
manner that judges may write on.

6

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.
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